China has dialled up measures to stop COVID after a quadrupling of its case load in recent weeks. The city of 21 million people reported 18 new locally transmitted cases, bringing the tally for the past 10 days to 197. That is four times more than the 49 in infections detected in the previous 10-day period, according to Reuters. While the number of cases is very small compared with other countries, China’s zero-COVID policy has compelled the capital to lead the way in managing the virus.
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More than two million visas have been issued for Umrah from a total of 176 countries around the world during the current Umrah season that started on Muharram 1, 1444 (July 30, 2022). Hani Al-Omairi, member of the National Committee for Hajj, Umrah, and Visit, said that around 150 Umrah service companies and establishments are providing the best ever services for the pilgrims from the time of their arrival in the Kingdom until their departure to their countries after their performance of the Umrah rituals in a safe and comfortable manner. He noted that the coming period will witness an increase in the influx of Umrah pilgrims from different countries of the world.

Crown Prince Mohammad bin Salman, Prime Minister and Chairman of the Higher Committee for the Saudi Green Initiative, announced the second edition of the Middle East Green Initiative (MGI) Summit and the Saudi Green Initiative (SGI) Forum to be held next month in tandem with COP27 in Sharm El Sheikh, Egypt. Held under the theme ‘From ambition to action’, the MGI Summit will take place on 7 November and the SGI Forum on 11-12 November. The Crown Prince said: “I would like to thank President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi and the Egyptian government for hosting the MGI Summit and SGI Forum in Egypt this year. We are holding them in tandem with COP27, an event bringing nations from around the world together under one roof, to advance global climate ambitions by inspiring joint action at local, regional, and international levels. Our partnership with Egypt reflects a shared belief in the importance of collaborative actions to address the environmental and climate challenges facing the region and the world today.”
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Over two million Umrah visas issued for pilgrims from 176 countries during current season

Chinese capital steps up COVID measures as cases quadruple

Riyadh — China has dialled up measures to stop COVID after a quadrupling of its case load in recent weeks. The city of 21 million people reported 18 new locally transmitted cases, bringing the tally for the past 10 days to 197. That is four times more than the 49 in infections detected in the previous 10-day period, according to Reuters. While the number of cases is very small compared with other countries, China’s zero-COVID policy has compelled the capital to lead the way in managing the virus.
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Macron’s government decides to pass budget without vote

Paris — French President Emmanuel Macron’s government said Wednesday it would use a special constitutional power to force the bill for next year’s budget through the National Assembly without a vote. The government’s announcement was unexpected. Macron’s centrist alliance lost its parliamentary majority in June, making it much harder to push through its spending plans. The move could spark anger among legislators who see their democracy being undermined.
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Al-Falih: Talks with two companies progressing to manufacture cars in Saudi Arabia

Riyadh — Minister of Investment Khalid Al-Falih said that talks are in an advanced phase with two car manufacturing companies other than Lucid to produce vehicles in the Kingdom. He said that the details of this will be announced soon.
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Innovation is the centerpiece of KAUST’s role in Saudi Arabia and the world

By KAUST President Professor Tony F Chan

King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST) is a catalyst for innovation; by paving the way for new technology, new talent, educating and upskilling the Saudi Arabian workforce through new programs and aligning with Vision 2030.
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